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World electricity generation is projected to increase at an average annual growth in
excess of 2%. At issue is the availability of the requisite energy resources. Nuclear
power must contribute even more than the currently expected fraction of electricity in
the near term to avoid the deleterious environmental effects of fossil-fuel electricity.
Only the nuclear energy resource using depleted uranium is available in the long term.

A large energy potential can be realized from depleted uranium through utilization of
fast reactors (LMR) with fuel recycling. For comparison, the world energy potentials of
the advanced LMR/Fuel Recycle system, LWR/Once-Through Fuel Cycle, and fossil
fuel resources are given in Fig. 1 [1,2,3]. Using LMRs vs. LWRs would result in -125
times more energy sufficiency. The coal, oil, and gas resources can provide,
respectively, only 19.1,6.9, and 3.9 times more energy compared to LWRs. The life
span of these resources can be inferred by considering that primary energy use in the
world in 2015 is estimated to be 18.1 TWy [1].

Although geologic disposal is required for unrecyclable waste from nuclear operations,
an alternate approach must be implemented for energy-valuable, proliferation-prone
spent fuel. Processing spent fuel and recycling uranium and plutonium in mixed-oxide
fuel in LWRs is an insufficient improvement. An orders-of-magnitude actinide
reduction in the unrecyclable waste, as can be achieved by using advanced LMR/Fuel
Recycle systems, is required to eliminate proliferation potential.

Ethical considerations of geologic disposal provide guidelines for nuclear waste and
spent fuel. The same guidelines apply to nonproliferation: The distinction must be
made between recyclable radioactive waste and non-recyclable waste, and the latter
minimized. Future populations must not be committed to continued expenditures for
population protection. Interdependencies among all steps in radioactive waste
generation and management must be appropriately addressed. The LWR/Once-Through
Fuel Cycle violates these guidelines as applied either to geologic disposal or
nonproliferation.

Replacing LWRs with LMRs provides an advanced nuclear power sector that is safe,
environmentally sound, and proliferation resistant. More importantly, LMR operation
could be sustained for centuries on depleted uranium. Startup fissile material would be
derived from LWR spent fuel [4]. Exclusive use of advanced LMR/Fuel Recycle
systems has numerous advantages over LWRs: (1) fissions all actinides, (2) transmutes
long-lived fission products to shorter half-life isotopes, (3) enhances thermal efficiency
and safety by using sodium coolant, (4) allows simpler remote metallic fuel fabrication,
(5) requires only addition of uranium-238 as "fuel", and (6) does not require mining and
enrichment of uranium. Initial safety reviews conclude that the modular LMR design is
passively safe and recent detailed cost analyses indicate that the cost of power from
improved LMR designs can be the same or lower than from LWRs [5].
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Figure 1. World fixed energy resources (TWy).

The advanced LMR/Fuel Recycle system is based on relatively inexpensive pyro-
metallurgical processing utilizing solvent electrorefining. This process is inherently
proliferation resistant. At no time does pure, separated, plutonium exist. The presence
of the minor actinides in the plutonium makes it unusable directly for a nuclear
explosive, as the contained actinides produce heat and radiation and preclude, or greatly
impede, the construction of an explosive device. Some fission products remain with the
plutonium and provide a significant radiation barrier. Fuel would be recycled adjacent
to the LMRs, thus avoiding the need for public transportation. Accountability of all the
plutonium in collocated reactor and fuel facilities would be maintained under IAEA
safeguards. Nonproliferation is best served by transparent management of plutonium in
an on-going power producing operation. All countries should favor this type of nuclear
fuel management whether or not they utilize nuclear power.

Exclusive use of advanced LMR/Fuel Recycle systems provides the means for
achieving sustainable nuclear electric power for a world with a growing demand for
electricity. The systematic retirement of LWRs as they complete their design life and
their replacement with advanced LMR/Fuel Recycle systems is an appropriate
evolutionary advancement in electric power generation.
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